General information:

• We strongly recommend to use public means of transportation due to low and expensive parking space capacity.

• If you intend to go by other means, you can always call a taxi cab to the following addresses:
  – Tuesday:   Altes Rathaus, Marienplatz 15, 80331 München
               aprox. 25,- €
  – Wednesday: Augustiner Keller, Arnulfstrasse 52, 80335 München
               aprox. 39,-

• Using your own car you will find the following car parks (P):
How to get to the Welcome reception:

- Use one of the buslines 217 or 218 at the stations in eastern direction (destination – Neuperlach Süd):
  - Universitätstrasse
  - Lilithalstrasse
  - Universität Bw-Ost
- Exit the bus at station - Neuperlach Süd
- Enter the train station (above street level)

- Use subway U5 (destination – Laimer Platz):
- Proceed until 9th station - Odeonsplatz
- Exit the subway – turn left – go upstairs once (dir. U3/U6)
- Wait at the left platform
- Enter U3 (destination – Fürstenried West) or U6 (destination – Klinikum Großhadern)
- Exit at next station – Marienplatz

- Use train S7 (destination – Wolfratshausen)
- Proceed until 7th station - Marienplatz
- Exit here

- The Old Town Hall is on the right hand side next to „Ludwig Beck“-Shopping Centre, when facing the New Town Hall dominating the square

- DON’T FORGET TO BRING YOUR INVITATION!
How to get to the Banquet:

- Use one of the bus lines 217 or 218 at the stations in eastern direction (destination – Neuperlach Süd):
  - Universitätstrasse
  - Lilienthalstrasse
  - Universität Bw-Ost

- Exit the bus at station - Neuperlach Süd
- Enter the train station (above street level)

- Use subway U5 (destination – Laimer Platz):
  - Proceed until 11th station – Central Station
  - Exit subway and station
  - Enter tram 16 or 17 in front of Central Station – direction Amalienburgstrasse or Romanplatz
  - Proceed until station – Hackerbrücke
  - Go back 100m

- Use train S7 (destination – Wolfratshausen):
  - Proceed until 10th station – Hackerbrücke
  - Exit here
  - Keep in northern direction
  - After 150m at the next crossroads turn right into Arnulfstrasse
  - Proceed for 100m

- The Augustiner Keller is on the left hand side